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Intelligent Monitoring
and
Management
✓

All assets can be controlled via flexible
solution which combines building
automation capabilities and lighting,
wiring, HVAC, building access controls,
TV and video cameras (virtually any
device that can be connected to a
building / room management systems)

✓

Building managers, owners, operators
and end-users, can regulate services
on premise or remotely via a Smart
phone, Tablet, IPTV, or a standard web
browser.

✓

Supports OPC protocol, allowing easy
integration and access to numerous
building and room controls systems,
With this level of automation, buildings
can be adapted to changing needs of
the users on a timely basis
One-touch in-room mood settings (e.g.
night, movie, romantic, daylight, …) to
change lights, curtains, A/C, and so on
to a pre-set state.
Learning Algorithms can identify the
irregular states and eliminate misusage,
Recommendation engine can make
actionable suggestions to save energy
and optimize consumption vs comfort,
Solution can be implemented as Cloud
based or On-Premise.

Your Building Should Think The Way You Do.
Today’s buildings must be efficient to
accommodate a variety of lifestyles, and
fast-paced, always-changing workplace.
Users want environments adapting to their
needs from room temperature to access
to concierge services with the flexibility to
accommodate the changing user / tenant
requirements, while limiting operating costs
by efficiently managing lights, curtains
blinders, HVAC, security and so on.
Operators can have access to building
remotely, with a flexible, easy-to-use
system. The goal is to find support for a
range of activities and preferences, while
managing costs and increasing revenues.
An innovative, new technology solution
that allow to deliver flexible, personalized
services, differentiate the property while
optimizing comfort levels, accommodating
the changing needs and improving end
user experience.

Features and Benefits
✓

integrate room management, building
and back office systems with smart
monitoring and control capabilities

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
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About Us
Nevotek empowers its customers by providing unparalleled user experiences to their guests and
end-users.
Nevotek with its broad vision and expertise is fully dedicated for providing dynamic, value-added
info-tainment solutions
Using advanced technologies to develop our highly programmable unified solution platform results
in an innovative product suite addressing integration needs of different types of customers and
providing unparalleled user experience for the guests.
Our customers count on our excellence combining benefits of our extensive business expertise with
strong industry alliances, ease of use with innovations, and our reliable responsiveness and
availability anywhere on five continents and the seven seas.

Contact Us
www.nevotek.com
sales@nevotek.com

5201 Great America
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Santa Clara
California, 95054, USA
T: +1 408 850 7171
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